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About Us
We are a non-profit organization established in Venezuela in 2016
with the aim of assisting people living in rural and high-crime areas
in conditions of extreme poverty. Our work focuses on reducing
malnutrition, promoting education, and improving the well-being of
our beneficiaries.

In 2021, our efforts became international, and we registered in the
United States under the name Humanitarian Action. We are a non-
profit organization registered as a 501(c)(3) that works to serve
populations experiencing humanitarian crises worldwide.

Through our work, we seek to alleviate human suffering and save the
lives of Venezuelans in and outside their country. 



We are guided by
humanitarian principles: 

Neutrality Humanity Impartiality Independence



OVERVIEW OF THE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
WITHIN EACH
PROGRAM
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Nurturing
Hope

¿Where
do we
work?

Comprehensive program addressing the
nutritional, educational, and healthcare needs
of children, youth, and adults living in rural
and high-crime areas of Venezuela.

El Caracol, Turgua, Miranda

Colegio María Auxiliadora,  Miranda

Casa Hogar San Pedro Claver, Caracas



Nurturing
Hope 
Achievments 2023

We contribute 45% of the daily caloric requirement five days a
week. Our goal is to reduce malnutrition in Venezuela.

Number of
glasses of milk: 

Number of oral
hygiene kits:

Number of anthropometric
assessment sessions:

Educational
workshops:

4 Turgua
6 Colegio María Auxiliadora
2 Colegio Prócer Andrés Bello
1 Colegio Santísima Trinidad de
Catia
1 Las Lomas de Baruta

4 workshops on food security 
1 on the protection of
children and adolescents.

Number of meals
delivered:

19.669 3.143

14 5

19.669



In 2023, we put
our focus in
EDUCATION.
Education is an effective means to break the cycle
of poverty. It equips individuals with the necessary
skills to access better economic opportunities and
improve their living conditions



In 2023 we promoted
entrepreneurship among rural
women in Venezuela through
the following two programs….
Discover which ones!



Siembra en tu casa
Achievments 2023

"It is a training program in agriculture and planting aimed at adolescents
over 14 years old and adults living in extreme poverty, without access to
basic services, employment opportunities, education, and facing food
insecurity.

In 2023, we implemented the first cohort specifically for rural women,
teaching and empowering them to produce their own food. This cohort
took place in the El Caracol community, Turgua, Miranda state."

Empowering rural women and promoting their
economic independence.

Number of beneficiaries: 12 Number of academic hours: 42



Achievments:Rural Women
Empowerment
 - El Tocuyo, Lara
"In 2023, we launched the first cohort of the
Female Rural Empowerment program with
the goal of fostering the economic and
social empowerment of rural women in El
Tocuyo through a comprehensive
entrepreneurship program.

We provide training in business
management, basic finance,
marketing, and other essential skills
needed to start and successfully
manage an enterprise.

We encourage creativity and
innovation.

We promote gender equality."

In total we benefited 12 women from El Tocuyo
with a total of 45 academic hours.



¿What is happening in Venezuela? 

We also immerse ourselves in
public schools to promote 
quality education

Between 2018 and 2021, Venezuela lost 25% of its educators. The country
had 669,000 teachers, which reduced to 502,000 in three years. It is
estimated that 59% of them left due to low salaries and precarious
working conditions.

In total, Venezuela needs more than 250,000 teachers to fill vacancies in
Mathematics, Physics, Social Sciences, Chemistry, Spanish, and
Literature.



In response to this
situation we
promote the
strengthening of
education in our
country's schools in
three areas:

Mathematics

History of
Venezuela

Reading &
Writing



Learning
from Home
One of the greatest impacts of the
coronavirus in Venezuela was the
suspension of classes, which affected
the access to education for children
and youth living in rural areas of
Venezuela.

In response to this situation,
we created an educational
initiative where a group of
specialists develop
pedagogical material for
different school stages.

These materials are
printed and directly
delivered to community
centers, where our
teachers implement
them.

The educational
guidebooks of this
program have the
advantage of not requiring
electricity or internet
access to be used.

Areas of the
program:

¿Where do we work?Mathematics 
Reading and writing 
History of Venezuela 
Cognitive skills

El Tocuyo, Lara.
Turgua, Miranda



Learning 
from Home
2023 Achievments

Number of
beneficiaries: Númber of school

supplies donations:
Number of
academic hours

51 kids 29380



History of Venezuela
Educational Program
Through this program, high school students learn about the life and
work of the presidents of Venezuela with the aim of achieving a
greater understanding of the country's contemporary history to
promote democratic and libertarian values in the education of
Venezuelan youth. 

There are multiple ways to study the past, but one of the most
engaging ways is through the knowledge of the lives and work of
its main protagonists.



Targeted towards
students in the last 2 years
of high school
From February 24th to
June 9th, 2023. 
Total number of students:
59. 
Total academic hours: 28.

Targeted towards
students in their 4th year
of high school
From October 20th to
December 8th, 2023. 
Total number of students:
34
Total academic hours: 12."

First cohort: Second cohort:

Total of
students:

Total of academic
hours:

93 40

"We successfully implemented two cohorts at María
Auxiliadora School, located in the rural area of Corralito, El
Hatillo, Miranda.

Achievmentos of  the
History of Venezuela  
educational program
in 2023: 



Program
Yo quiero ser
The goeal is is to guide students in their final years
of high school to identify and understand their
interests, abilities, and skills for an assertive selection
of the professional or technical career they wish to
pursue.



Self-Knowledge: Exploración de
opciones: Decision-making: Skills development: Preparation exam

requirements:

Helping students to know
themselves by exploring their
interests, abilities, and skills.

Facilitating the exploration
and understanding of the
various professional and
academic options available
in Venezuela.

Assisting students in the
decision-making process
related to their career,
considering their preferences
and goals.

Identifying skills necessary for
success in a specific career,
including academic and soft
skills.

Connecting them with
informational resources
about the government exam,
how to register, and how to
fill out the form, a
requirement for students to
apply to both public and
private universities.

In thos program we work the following: 

Start Date: October 17, 2023



2023
Achievments 
We successfully implemented the
first cohort of program at Maria
Auxiliadora School, located in the
rural area of Corralito, El Hatillo,
Miranda.

Number of beneficiaries: 

Number of academic hours:

last year of high school

28 students 

14



Math
Educational Program  
We actively support students at Andrés Bello Public
School, situated in El Junquito, Caracas, to enhance their
proficiency in mathematics.



Content:

Achievments:

Basic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and fractions 
Decimal expressions 
Operations with decimal numbers (with emphasis on divisions)
Fractional numbers
Operations
Representation
Relation with rational numbers
Rational numbers versus real numbers
Conversion of fractional numbers into decimal expressions and vice versa.
Applications in handling measurements and scales"

We focused on students in elementary school and first year
of high school at Andrés Bello School, El Junquito, Caracas"

Number de beneficiaries: Number of academic hours:

168 52



Our Work
outside
Venezuela

First
Response
Program

Entrepreneurship
Program

ESL
Scholarship
Program 

What do we focus on in 2023? Supporting
Venezuelan migrants and refugees in
acquiring the tools to integrate more
easily into the host country.

We focus on Venezuelans living in the
USA and Trinidad and Tobago through
various programs:



ESL
Scholarship
Program 
 for Venezuelan Migrants and Refugees

Thanks to the support of donors, we were able to offer
scholarships for 13 Venezuelans living in Trinidad and
Tobago and the United States. We implemented this
program in partnership with Washington English
Center.



First Response
Program

January 21, 2023: 120 migrants served 
August 22, 2023:Beneficiary NGO SAMU First Response
September 23, 2023: Beneficiary NGO SAMU First Response
November 6, 2023: Beneficiary NGO was SAMU First Response
November 6, 2023: Delivery to Project B-Green

Winter Clothing and Shoes
donations:

Thanksgiving Dinner for migrants at a shelter
located in Maryland, USA 

400 hot meals to Venezuelan
migrants and refugees.



Entrepreneurship
Program
 for migrants and refugees inTrinidad and Tobago

IWe succesfully implemented a 2nd cohort of the
entrepreneurship program for Venezuelans in Trinidad
and Tobago in partnership with the NGO Second
Chance.

Total beneficiaries:

Duration of the program:

27

6 semanas



Advocacy

Participating in the
event 'The
Venezuela Migration
and Refugee Crisis'
on March 27, 2023. 

Participating in the
event “Shape
Northamerica and the
Caribbean Conference”
on October 23, 2023 el 23
de octubre de 2023. 

"Participation in the
legal counseling event
organized by Sanabria
Asociados on October
28, 2023.".



Alliances
during
2023 

Disney has certified us as one of their
beneficiry NGO, and all donations made by
their e ployees will be matched by them. 

Project B-Green, empresa dedicada con el
ciclo de la sostenibilidad y reducción de
basura, recogerá las donaciones de ropa y
calzado usado en el área de Washington DC,
Maryland y Virginia a domicilio para ofrecer
un mejor y mayor servicio de donaciones. 

In partnership withTent, an NGO located in
New York City, we conducted a first webinar on
the professional mentorship program for
Hispanics in the USA, aiming to support
Venezuelans in integrating into the job market.

Imperfecto, a Michelin star restaurant located in
Washington DC, continue to support food
donations to hundreds of migrants who arrive in
Washington DC and Maryland, USA."

in favor of Venezuelan
Migrants and Refugees



We will continue our work
with even more strength
and enthusiasm in 2024

contact Us:  hello@humanitarianactionorg.com

Our work in Venezuela: www.accionporvenezuela.com

Our International work: www.humanitarianactionorg.com/es @accionvzla @humanitarianactionorg

mailto:hello@humanitarianactionorg.com
http://www.accionporvenezuela.com/
http://www.humanitarianactionorg.com/es

